
VII.—NEW BOOKS.

Natural and Social Moralt. By CARVETH READ, M.A. London :
A. & C. Black. Pp. xxv, 314.

PROF. CABVBTH BEAD'S new book is precisely of the type which is apt to
be most baffling to the reviewer. It is full of discussions of interesting
questions, and thickly Btrewn with striking observations and reflexions,
but it has either no easily presentable mam argument, or one which the
present writer has found himself unable to grasp. The main impressions
he has carried away with him from careful perusal of the book are three,
that the author is inclined to a pessimistic and slightly cynical judgment
on the moral theory and practice of his countrymen, that he sets great
store by Eugenics as suggesting possibilities of systematic moral improve-
ment, and that he, like Aristotle, regards Philosophy itself as the chief
food. If there is any further internal connexion between these positions,

have failed to discover it Indeed I am frequently at a loss to discern
any connecting thread between the topics dealt with in the Bcope of a
singie chapter, such e.g. as that on the Influence of tlu: State on AloraU.
Much of Prof. Read's work gives one the impression of having been de-
signed in the first instance as short essays on isolated topics and then
put together into longer chapters with little attempt to produce a whole
having "beginning, middle, and end". Thus, to take the chapter I
have already referred to, I find there a variety of rather satirical sketches
dealing with such questions as the alleged immorality of diplomatists,
the evil effects of the party system in politics, the abuses of despotism,
and the like, but no serious attempt to exhibit any connected view of
the relation of governmental institutions to private morality. Possibly
this lack of clearness about ultimate principles, which I think the at-
tentive reader will allow to pervade the book as a whole, may be connected
with the writer's horror of "metaphysics". For, after all, you cannot
treat morals philosophically without a central conception of the good
which is rather less of a come-by-chance than the identification of it
with Philosophy is made to appear in the present work, and any con-
ception of the good is bound, from the necessities of the case, to be
metaphysical. It may be that it is just because Prof. Read is so afraid
of metaphysics that he seems first of all to pick up the view that Philo-
sophy is the chief good from no one quite knows where, and to give it as
little more than an expression of personal predilection, and then to drop
the whole conception out of the rest of the book. One would expect that
the whole of a philosophical theory of conduct would be permeated by
the author's convictions about the good, but, in point of fact, all but the
first forty or fifty pages of the present book would remain unaffected by
the complete rescission of the view set forth at the beginning that the
good is Philosophy. Of the other metaphysical convictions exprease i in
the book I do not propose to say much. The doctrines that Nature is
not a realm of purposes and that all science, including moral science, is
knowledge of causal laws, are treated as already established in the aul hor's
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Metaphysics of Nature, and it is therefore not in place to examine the
grounds on which they are advanced here. I would, however, merely
suggest that it is pertinent to ask whether the proposition " Philosophy
is the chief good " asserts a causal relation. If it does, must it not be
false (i.e. must Philosophy not be a mere means to certain effects ?); if
it does not, what place nas it in a science which u, a body of "causal
laws " ?

On one further metaphysical assumption I must make a passing re-
mark. One of the chief blessings which we owe to Philosophy, we are
told, IH that it delivers us from the " illusions of individuality, ' and the
writer himself feels that it is no easy matter to reconcile this saying with
the insistence he himself lays on individuality as the thing of chief worth
in the moral world. His way of reconciling ethical Individualism with
the Humian doctrine that we are not really individuals at all is at least
singular. '' The reason is that differentiation, which is the basis of the

. illusion, is the condition of all development of organic life. Its illusoriness
is due to this, that before the rise of self-consciousness . . . differentia-
tion from the species has already taken place', so that to self-conscious-
ness nothing but the individual is ever known " (p. 213). This seems
to be an awkward way of saying that we are conscious of ourselves as
individuals because, whatever we may have been in the dim past, we are
individuals before we are self-conscious. If this is a fact, where does the
"illusion" come in? Has Prof. Bead ever so much as asked himself
whose illusion Mr. Carveth Bead i s ' Who dreams him, if it is not an
uncivil inquiry ?

Perhaps the most interesting part of the book to many readers will be
that which deals with the possibility of Eugenics. Though here, as else-
where, the author seems to me to vacillate between an optimistic and a
pessimistic view. At times he writes as if we might look forward to the
scientific breeding of morally good qualities under the guidance of a
Government Board of experts; at other times he seems to hope for little
more than the elimination of the habitual ciiminal by life-long segrega-
tion, and a certain enforcement by the private conscience of the duty of
avoiding marriage into a family with bad antecedents. This more modest
anticipation, I take it, represents the author's real view, since the posi-
tive breeding of good qualities would involve a thorough-going social-
istic administration of affairs, and there is nothing which provokes Prof.
Bead to anger more than any suggestion of compromise with Socialism.
Not to add that direct breeding for moral results would be made almost
impossible by the simple consideration that our original "tendencies"
only become, for the most part, good or bad by the direction they receive
in the individual's education. E.g., if you bred for the production of
amiability of temper, you would run the risk of breeding out resentment,
and resentment, properly directed, is a most valuable moral asset. Kven
the caution not to mate with " rascals" needs to be taken with a large
grain of salt, since the very qualities which, misdirected, made the
"rascal," may when modified by admixture with others and by right
education go for much in the muhing of an efficient honest man. Even
taking what I believe to be the author's real view, we may still, I think,
maintain that there is more to hope from the education of the individual
in the social'responsibilities implied by marriage than from the preven-
tion of the propagation of habitual criminals. By the time your habitual
criminal has been recognised for what he is, the mischief has probably
been done. In general I would suggest that possibly too much stress is
commonly laid on direct heredity and too little on the unconscious educa-
tional influence of early social surroundings. A real Oliver Twist would
probably have become a thief, not because he was the son of thieves, but
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because life in Fngin's Academy would imperceptibly have taught him,
as the Dodger put it, to "scorn to be anything elae .

I should note it as a defect in Prof. Read's accounts of historical develop-
ment that he is unduly prone to accept as facts the extravagant fables of
hypothetical anthropology, and at the same time rather blind to the facts of
certain history. Thus Dr. Frazer's wild theories about the annual ' ' killing
of the king," which, to say nothing of their inherent improbability, hardly
rest on a scrap"of real evidence, are accepted as undoubted facts and em-
ployed to explain, among other things, the origin of tragedy, while real
historical facts are perverted. Thus, of the mediieval Church we read
that it "so controlled the ignorant and superstitious barbarians who
possessed the temporal power as to make them the servants or tools of
oppression" (p. 242). And again (p. 243): " I n the history of Chris-
tianity this opposition (i.e. between religion and philosophy) produced
numerous heresies ; but in about five centuries the heresies nil seemed to
be suppressed and philosophy with them, and tlio system that we know
as Romanism was established ". What is one to make of history of this
kind? Has Prof. Read never heard of St. Thomas of Canterbury, or of
John Ball or Jack Straw, or of the incessant conflicts of the Middle
Ages between the secular and ecclesiastical authorities I Does he
really include the Hohenstaufen Emperors among the "ignorant and
superstitious barbarians" of the former sentence I Does he seriously
think that heresy did not exist until 600 years before the Counoil
of Trent, or that " philosophy" was only to be found on the here-
tical, and never on the orthodox side? So we are told in another
place that "al l great ideas originate in towns," and we naturally ask
whether the author of such a dictum has ever heard of the prophets, or
of the preaching of Jesus or of Mohammed. Or again we read that the
author cannot "think of a case" in which a people has peimanently
benefited by being conquered, thnt " where there has been no enslave-
ment . . peace has been dearly bought with effeminacy". And we
wonder whether the cases of which he has thought include the Roman
conquests of Gaul and Spain, or Charlemagne's conquest of the Saxons,
or our own conquest of French Canada. Indeed, Prof. Read seems far
too prone to indulge in fanciful obiter iheta. Twice over he credits
Aristotle with the absurd remark that " whatever the law does not com-
mand it forbids," and, as if to invite refutation, in one of the places he
gives his reference. On looking up the reference we see that Aristotle is
talking of tlio special case of homicide, and that his meaning is the per-
fectly sensible one that "any homicide which the law does nut expressly
permit (the rendering of KtXtvti in the formula by ' commands ' is a mere
blunder) it must be taken to forbid ". (E.IJ. the law buys you may kill your
wife's gallant if you catch him in your house. But supposo you find him
in the street and cut his throat ; is this justifiable homicide 1 No, be-
cause the case of killing him in the street is not specified by the law as
one in which the net is permitted ; it is therefore understood to be for-
bidden by the general prohibition of homicide.) Again Aristotle is de-
clared to take an "ego-altruistic " view of conduct, because he insists that
right acts are to be done " for the sake of TA xaXnv," and this in interpreted
to mean,because other people will think you a fine fellow for doing them.
Prof. Read ought to have remembered that Aristotle expressly rejects the
view tliat 'honours' and 'distinctions' are the true end of life on the
ground that " honour depends rather on the bestower than on the re-
cipient, whereas we all feel that the good is something which belongs to a
man's self, and cannot easily be taken from him". Is it too late, by the
way, to protest against the corruption of the language by such bastard
jargon a* " ego-ultruiatic " .' Mr. Spencer, it may be said, must bear the
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blame for this particular horror, but "geo-political" looks like the
author's own invention, and I hope his patent in it will not be infringed.

A. E. TAYLOR.

Studies in the Teaching of Hhtoty. By M. W. KEATINGE. London:
A. & C. Black, 1910. Pp. vni, 232. 4s. 6d. net

In addition to its value as a text-book for professional teaohers this
volume has a special interest as illustrating the struggle between two
views of the nature of the psychological basis of teaching in general. If
the Noo-Kantian point of view is adopted it is usually maintained that
the mind is the source of all activity ; while if we follow the Neo-
Herbartians we are driven to regard the ideas as themselves a source of
activity, if not the sole source. Bluntly put, the issue is: does the mind
create the ideas or the ideas the mind'' Mr. Keatinge tells us that most,
psychologists adopt a middle position between the ego-psychology and
the idea-psychology. He himself leans towards the Neo-Kantian view,
but cannot bring himself to discard the other. As a matter of fact the
confusion between the two points of view results largely from the needs
of exposition, particularly when one is dealing with educational problems.
Teachers who have never heard of the almost totally passive mind of the
Herbartian psychology bpeak quite naturally about the activity of ideas,
and of ideas acting upon the mind and even upon each other. Mr. Keat-
inge himself recognises the imix>rtanco of the demands of exposition in
deciding between the two kinds of psychology • in his own words, " for
the ego-psychology, attention is the turning of the mind in a certaiu
direction ; but in this case it is difficult from the ego-standpoint to carry
description or explanation any further ".

But if the Neo-Kantians have to call in the aid of theNeo-Hevbartians
when it comes to explanation from the point of view of the teacher,
matters are reversed when we come to explanation of mental process.
Atomistic philosophers of all kinds are sooner or later driven back upou
the necessity of assuming some bond of connexion. The assumption may
be frankly made or it may be merely insinuated, but it is always there.
Granted a mind of some sort there need be no great difficulty in explan-
ing the genesis of ideas, though much discussion may anse as to the rela-
tion between the ideas and the outer world. So far as ideas are dependent
on the mind alone they may be manipulated by the teacher through an
appeal to the mind, irrespective of what is called subject-matter But we
can hardly agree with Mr. Keatinge when he says : " There is no hint in
any of the Neo-Herbartian writings that any activity peculiar to the
subject-matter is to be demanded from the pupil or that the virtue of the
information may depend upon the manner in which it is acquired ". One
of the commonest complaints against the Neo-Herbartians is their excess
of leal in regulating the order in which presentation is to be made. The
Formal Steps aro a standing proclamation of the importance attached to
the manner in which information IK to be acquired.

The effect of the conflict of the two psychologies is naturally manifest
in the discussion of the vexed question of formal training. Here Mi
Keatinge gives a somewhat uncertain sound. On page 33 he appears to
recognise the feebleness of the arguments for formal training : " The argu-
ment from formal training Ls a weak and crumbling support". Yet
throughout tho book there are references that seem to recognise formal
training as somothing real and valuable. " Subjects that give oppor-
tunity for prolonged effort are likely to cultivate tho habit of persistency,
and this habit acquired during sihooldiiys will tend to promote strength
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